This week in the ShapeShift DAO, we have been discussing various proposals and ideas during our weekly governance meeting. We have reviewed proposals which have passed and one active proposal. The ShapeShift forum continues to see great engagement from the community with new ideas and proposals being discussed.

**Weekly Governance Meeting**
January 28, 2022 – 3:00 pm

**Passed Proposals**
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)

**Active Proposals**
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)

**Weekly Governance**

**Proposed Budget:** $0M USD

- Women's equality mining rewards under current laws for an additional 6 months, beginning a T7N AMR and display a final round of rewards for the spa
- Also fund a Olympos Bond auction to support 10101010100, targeting $5 million worth of FOX would be sanctioned and deployed this propose over the course of the 4.
- [提案](#)
- [提案](#)

**Check out the section below for a summary of our weekly governance including current proposals as well as new forum posts. Let’s continue to DAO it!**
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